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Memorandum 

To: Margaret Uhle, RLA, AICP 

From: Philip Grealy, Ph.D., P.E. 

Date: July 9, 2021 

Subject: Lord & Taylor Repurposing 

Project No.: 21001659A 

 

We have received the responses to our comments from Kimley-Horn dated July 2, 2021. Those 

responses address the majority of our comments to our satisfaction and only those items related to 

clarifications in certain categories and/or our recommended conditions of approval are listed below. 

3. Project Site Generated Traffic Volumes 

The use of the average trip rates for the purpose of this study are reasonable and the 

methodology is acceptable. Note that as part of the recommended Post Occupancy Study, 

both the Weekday AM, Weekday PM, and Saturday peak hours will have to be studied (see 

further details below). This Post Occupancy Study will identify actual trip generation and 

parking usage for the proposed use. 

 

5. Capacity Analysis 

The capacity analysis indicates that some signal timing modifications may be required in the 

future to accommodate the traffic volumes most efficiently. The need for these adjustments 

will be determined as part of the Post Occupancy Study, which will be based on actual traffic 

volumes as described in more detail below. As noted, there should also be a condition to 

have the Applicant responsible to account for the conditions with full occupancy and any 

signal timing adjustments required at that time. These adjustments will have to be 

coordinated with the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) for the signals 

along Route 22 and with the Westchester County Department of Transportation for the New 

Wilmot Road/Site Driveway signal.  

 

7. Parking Analysis 

The Post Occupancy Study will identify actual parking utilization on the site, which will 

confirm the parking ratios based on actual conditions. If these actual observed parking ratios 

are significantly higher than used in the study, there may be a need for subsequent 

additional evaluation of the re-occupancy of the other remaining spaces (see further 

discussion below on Post Occupancy Study). 
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The site plan revisions in the vicinity of the upper (Route 22) west parking area should 

improve the overall efficiency of traffic flow and control in that area and should be 

implemented as part of the project site plan approval. Similarly, the striping upgrades and 

island reconfiguration associated with the New Wilmot Road driveway and the modifications 

to the circulation aisles along the east side of the property and on the aisle in the front of the 

building should be implemented to provide improved traffic control. Both of these 

improvements should be a condition of the initial re-occupancy. 

 

8. Colliers Recommendations/Items for Board Consideration 

a. The functioning of the Route 22 driveway and adherence to the right-turn entry/right-

turn exit signing and control will have to be reevaluated as part of the Post Occupancy 

Study to determine that traffic is functioning properly. The signing, striping, and 

channelization improvements on the site driveway area should help improve this 

condition, however, the Post Occupancy Study will determine this based on actual usage. 

Any adjustments will have to be coordinated by the Applicant with the Town 

Planner/Traffic Consultant. 

 

b. The Post Occupancy Study will have to address both traffic and parking conditions and 

should include traffic counts at the site driveways, as well as at the signalized 

intersection of Route 22 and Farella Way/Vernon Hills Shopping Center Driveway since 

that serves essentially as a secondary site driveway. Any signal timing adjustments or 

other necessary modifications would have to be coordinated as noted above.  

 

c. The traffic and parking study evaluated the entire re-occupancy of the site based on 

certain parameters and uses, including retail, medical office, etc. In addition to the Post 

Occupancy Study for the initial 90,000 square feet, depending on actual trip generation 

and parking observed at that time, together with the comparison to the projections in 

the traffic and parking study, additional evaluations may be necessary; especially if the 

expected use of the remaining portions of the property will be different than those 

considered in the evaluation. This will be determined by the Town Planner and Traffic 

Consultant. 

 

d. The Post Occupancy Study should be completed within 6 months of the full occupancy of 

the first 90,0000 square feet.  

 

e. The revised site plan has included certain modifications to the New Wilmot Road 

driveway connection. Additional crosswalks and the sidewalk section that is missing 

across from the fire house should be included on the final site plan. The other 

recommendations have been incorporated in the site plan and should be required as a 

condition of the occupancy of the 90,000 square feet.  
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f. As noted in previous comments, if medical offices are advanced in the future on the site 

the locations for pick-up and drop-off will have to be further reviewed by the Town’s 

Traffic Consultant and Planner to determine if any adjustments will be required specific 

to these areas since this type of use can result in more specific accessibility 

requirements.  

 

9. The potential realignment of the Route 22 driveway with Swift Avenue under signal control 

has been addressed by the Applicant with various reasons why this may not be feasible or 

desirable. However, as part of the Post Occupancy Study the operation of the right-in/right-

out driveway will have to be reviewed further and the potential for an aligned driveway may 

have to be reevaluated as a result of that study. Any such change should be made a 

condition of any site plan approval. Note that this would involve NYSDOT input at that time. 
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